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7. Complete each sentence by adding the correct number 

adjective from the given options:  

five eight twelve Four Two 

a. There are________________months in the year. 

b. You have______________ fingers in each hand. 

c. Octopus has___________________ tentacles.  

d. A bicycle has __________________wheels. 

e. Most cars have_________________ wheels. 

8. Read the passage and circle all the number adjectives: 

Thirty children entered the swimming races. Two girls tied to 

win the first race. The new boy won the second race. I missed 

the second and third races because I was buying a drink. 

                          The fourth race was my favorite.  

                         They threw one hundred corks into the pool  

                          and teams had to race to get as many as  

                          they could. My team won. We gathered 

forty corks. By the tenth race I was exhausted and ready to 

come home. 
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9. Complete each sentence by adding the correct describing 

adjective from the box. 

tiny huge sharp long Savage Hard 

 

a. I cut the bread with a ________________ knife. 

b. A mouse is a  _____________________ animal.  

c. A giraffe has a _____________________neck. 

d. A whale is a  _____________________ animal. 

e. A tiger is a   ______________________animal. 

f. An old crab has a   _________________ shell. 

 
  

 
 

 

10. Write a suitable describing adjective in each space to 

complete the sentence: 

a. A ____________ dog chased a _____________ boy. 

b. The ____________ cat followed the __________ mouse. 

c. It was a _______day when we went to the ________forest. 

d. A___________ bird laid three _________ eggs in the nest. 

e. I put the _______ milk back in the _________ refrigerator. 
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11. Look a the pictures and choose the best adjective from 

the given options to make meaningful sentences:   
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Answer 

10.   

a. crazy, little 

b. clever, tiny 

c. bright, deep 

d. blue, small 

e. raw, cold 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.   

a. twelve 

b. five 

c. eight 

d. two 

e. four 

 

8.   

   thirty, two, 

     first, second, 

     second, third,  

 fourth, one hundred, 

     forty, tenth 

9.   

a. sharp 

b. tiny 

c. long 

d. huge 

e. savage 

f. hard 

11.  

He is a great chef.                            Maria is a good student. 

She is a fast reader.                          She is so pretty. 

These gifts are so heavy.                  This star is so shiny. 

He is a famous swimmer.                  Penguins are so cute. 

This man is so lazy.                          Smoking is bad for you. 

John is very rich.                               He is very poor.       

Hercules is so strong.                        This witch is evil.      

He is an old man.                               It is very cold outside.     

This is dangerous.                              Snails are very slow. 

This poodle is fluffy.                         This cake looks delicious. 


